
EN> THE ··QOURT.OF ApPEAL.

Be/ore LORDS JUSTICES VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, ROMER and STIRLING•

.April' 3rd, 4th and 5th, 1905.

I{lNG & Co. Ln. v. GILLARD & Co. LD.

5 Action/orpassing ojJ.-"Get up."-SJup-packets put up in steel boxes-s-Poinis
ofresemblance.commonto the trade.s-Jnjunction refueed-s-Untruo statements as
tomedals and awards~-aosts.

The. Plaintiffs-and. their predecessors for upwards offifteen years had made
arid sold three"varieties 01.. a special preparat1;on of dried materials for soup in

10 packets of certa..in size, shape, and printing, and these packets were put up in
steel boxes of-a peouiiar kind. They claimed that ·their goods had become and
were known and recognised "and distinguished from all otherp'repared soups
by .means oj their mode of packing and get-up. In 1903 the Defendants, who
had been pickle manufacturers jormany years, began to make and sell similar

15 preparationsofsoup which were p~tt up in a series of similar packets and boxes,
and their. name "Gillard's" appeared where" Edwards';' appeared on the
Plaintiffs' goods. The Plaintiffs also complained of the wrappers of the Defen
dants as containing untrue statements as to Prize Medals and Awards in the
same positionas accurate statements on the Plaintiffs.

20 Held, at the trial, btl Kekewich, J. t that the Plaintiffs' goods were not
d!stinguishedjrom 'all other goods by the packing or get-up; that the Defen
dants'gQ.(Jd~UJ,erenot. calculated ta ileceioe even an unwary purchaser; and

that no actual deception wasproved. JU~flt!;;~!!'L,z:;,'!~~e!~,~;:,,£~~th~J!~l~':':~H:t!:ts,

bU~, 'i~t~:?,U;: .~~~t~?,£~t~~if{rq':~~/!~(!:L!.~~iL~;j{t·1f':/f;!£!!;:~~ ,~~r;t,~~~,t.~ ...?~)he
~p .~·~;~i~

appealed, and the Defendantspresented across appeaton the question oj costs"
IIe~on thef!:1!lJeal, thatthejudqment of Kekewich, J. must be affirmed, but

onthecrossappeal,that the learned Judge had deprived the Defendants of their
i ...• ,.,..... .. . .~.~~li'i.l'i.~"~~~~!,l!it,~~""'J$\'~~~~~)\(~~\~';;~~~~~~."W;'~'~~~~

costS0rtGgrou,nd ,u;hich..was ..nQtQpi3n to him, i;lndthe cross appeal must be
- ' ..•...•' ... ,.", Wll'llif ,'f "·.·······"''''''''''.~''·i.!.y!.,~!Wj''''*V'·;.·",.''''!,;~'%j,Xi·?,,'*,i);i~'''''''';'''dl;;,.~ 2 0 2
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allowed and the Plairuiffs must pay the Defendants' costs in the action and
also the costs of the appeal and cross appeal.

Civil Service Co-operative Society u. General Steam Navigation Company,
L.R. (1903) 2 K.B. 'l56,jollolved.

The Plaintiffs in this action, Frederick King &; 00. Ld., and their predecessors, 5
were old-established manufacturers of and dealers in provisions, and for upwards
of fifteen years had made and sold a special preparation of dried materials for
soup, which from the outset they designated "Edwards' Desiccated Soup."
This preparation had for many years been made up, advertised, and sold in
three varieties, viz., brown soup, white soup, and tomato soup, and, except for 10
slight alterations in the colour of the paper covers of the packets of the brown
soup, which had been gradually made during the last three or four years, there
had not been for at least seven years past any variation in the manner in which
the three varieties had been made up and sold in the wholesale and retail mar
kets, whether as to size or shape of packets or boxes, colouring, design or letter- 15
press of coverings or wrappers, or as to any other features. The three varieties
were packed in small oblong rectangular packets of uniform size under coloured
,vrappers, in the cases of the brown soup and the white soup bearing letterpress
printed longitudinally on the face, and statements as to prices and directions for
use on the back and sides, and in the case of the tomato soup under white wrap- 20
pers bearing letterpress and ornamentations in green and red, printed vertically
on the face, and statements as to prices and directions for use on the back and
sides. Each of the packets contained a reference to Exhibition Awards actually
gained for the goods. These packets were packed in dozens (in two layers of
six each) in steel boxes of a special shape and size which the Plaintiffs alleged 25
that they first designed, and with a pecular mode of folding the paper cover at
the ends. The three varieties were also made up and sold in round tin canisters
containing Llb., ~ lb., and! lb. and even larger quantities.

By their Statement of Olaim the Plaintiffs alleged with regard to the sales of
their goods as follows :-" (10) The popular and more common sale of the said 30
" preparation is in the packet form, ordinary retail customers usually buying
"one or at most a few of the packets at a time. The boxes of packets are
" commonly displayed opened in the windows or on the counters of the retail
"shops, so that the packets themselves are exposed to view, and it is an
" ordinary practice for the packets themselves to be taken out of the boxes by 35
" the shopman and placed on trays or in any convenient box or basket from
" which the customer can take and does in fact take what is required. A large
"proportion of the retail shop trade is done under artificial light when the
" differences in colours are not readily discerned. (11) The Plaintiffs' said
" goods have become and are known and recognised and distinguished from all 40
" other prepared soups by means of the said mode of packing and get-up, and
" they have attained a high reputation in association therewith. The business
" in the said goods is of great value to the Plaintiffs who have expended very
" large sums in advertising and developing- the same."

The Defendants, Gillard & Co., Ld., were sauce and pickle manufacturers, 4:5
who, in September 190:l, began to manufacture and introduced upon the market
a dried soup preparation in the same three varieties of brown soup, white soup,
and tomato soup, retailed at the same prices, but sold wholesale at a larger
discount. The sizes, quantities, and mode of packing in steel boxes were iden
tical with those of the Plaintiffs. The wrappers of the separate packets corres- 50
ponded closely in the range of the three varieties with the corresponding
preparations of the Plaintiffs, including the longitudinal and vertical. printing,
but the colourings were not the same, and the name "Gillard's" appeared
instead of the name "Edwards'" in clear letters in front of the words
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" Desiccated Boup.' The Defendants' wrappers included reference to Exhibi
tion Awards purporting to be, but not in fact, gained by the Defendants for
their soup preparations. The paper wrappers of the steel boxes were folded in
the same way, and in the case of the white soup were closely similar to those of

D the Plaintiffs'.
On the 21st of November 1903 the Plaintiffs commenced this action for an

injunction to restrain the Defendants" from selling, offering for sale, or adver
" tising any dried soup preparation or similar goods of their manufacture in
" packets, boxes, tins, or canisters, so printed, lettered, coloured, labelled, or

10 "otherwise prepared or got up, or by colourable imitation of the Plaintiffs'
" packets, boxes, tins, canisters, or otherwise as to be calculated to represent or
" lead to the belief that the goods therein contained are the Plaintiffs' goods, or
" in any manner passing off, or enabling or assisting others to pass off, any
"dried soup preparation or similar goods not of the Plaintiffs' manufacture

l~) "as or for the Plaintiffs' goods," and for consequential relief.
On the 11th of December 1903, the Plaintiffs moved before Mr. Justice Joyce

for an interlocutory injunction, but on the Defendants undertaking to keep an
account till the trial, the motion was ordered to stand over, with liberty to apply
to expedite the trial.

20 The action came on for trial on the Ifith of June 1904, before Mr. Justice
Kekeuiich, who held that the Plaintiffs' goods were not distinguished from all
other goods by the packing or get-up ; that the Defendants' goods were not
calculated to deceive even an unwary purchaser; and that no actual deception
was proved. Judgment was given for the Defendants, but without costs, on

25 the ground that they had made untrue statements on the packets containing
their goods as to Prize Medals and Awards (21 R.P.C. 589).

The Plaintiffs' appealed, and the Defendants' thereupon gave a cross notice of
appeal upon the question of costs.

The appeals came on for hearing on the 3rd of April, 1905.
30 J.lfoulton K.C., Stewart Smith K.C., and Waggett (instructed by Ne£sh,

Howell and Haldane) appeared for the Appellants; Lewis Edmunds K.C., and
Vernon (instructed by H. W. Chrisl1nas) appeared for the Respondents.

Moulton. K.C., opened the Appellants' case boy referring to the correspondence
between the Respondents and their printers, in which they stated their desire

35 to avoid an imitation of the get-up of the Appellants' goods, while copying
certain details. (See infra in the judgment of Lord Justice Vauqhaii Willianls.)
'I'he novelty of that get-up, coupled with the anxious study of it exhibited in
that correspondence, should entitle the Appellants to relief. The similarity is
the closest one could expect to find in a passing-off case, for it is only when

40 the deception has not been quite sufficient that one finds proceedings are
taken. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-Have we not got on these wrappers
the Respondents' own evidence as to what they thought would succeed?]
Certainly; it was calculated to deceive, because it was meant to do so. In
Cellular Olothing Oompany v. Maxton ased M1trray (16 R.P.C. 397; L.R. (1899)

45 App, Cas. 326) Lord Halsbury, L.C., so far from retreating from anything
which he had said in Reddaway v, Banham (13 R.P.C. 218; L.R. (1896)
App. Cas. 199), even more clearly emphasised his view upon this point.
Fraud is immaterial where, as here, there is a plain attempt to "stalk" the
Plaintiffs' label so as not to startle the game.

50 Stewart Smith !{.C., followed for the Appellants. In Payton v. Snelling
(17 R.P.C. 48) there was evidence of the features common to the goods being
common to the trade. [ROMER L.J.-What right bad Mr. Justice Kekewich to'
deprive the Defendants, although successful, of their costs for doing wrong
in something which had nothing to do with the cause of action?] Even though

55 relief claimed by a plaintiff may be refused, a defendant may be left to pay
his own costs where his conduct has been suspicious or uncandid; Thorneloe
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v. Hill (11 R.P.C. 61 ; L.R. 1894 1 Ch. 569) ; Ainsworth v, 'Waln-zsley (L.~~ 1 Eq.
518); Neuiman v, Pinto (4 R.P.C.508). -. ," '.. "

Edmunds K.C., for the Respondents. There is no case of actual deception
of a purchaser proved in this case. [VA.UGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-If Mr. Justice
Kekewich is right in saying that you tried" to sail as near the wind as possible" 5
(21 R.P.C. at p. 593), do you say that the Plaintiffs would have no cause of
action ?] I say we are entitled to do what we do, and that intention does not
matter and the Court should not make any deduction from, intention.
[VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-The remarks of Mr. Justice Ohitty in Lever IV.

Goodwin (4 R.P.C. 492, at pp. 501, 502) show that we cannot treat as immaterial 10
the correspondence with the printers.] But where the mode of packing goods
of this kind is common, it is enough that the outside wrappers should be different
and the names distinctive, which is the case here. With regard to the statement
as to medals, such awards are always given and were in our case given for the
repntation of a firm in its ordinary general business; medals are not awarded 1~
for the particular articles shown at the Exhibitions. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.
-Do you mean to say that a medal awarded on pickles may be advertised in
respect of baby-food?] It would not be unfair if the manufacturer made
various kinds of food. The Defendants were wrongly deprived of their costs
on a point which had nothing to do with the issue between the parties; the 20
offence, if any, had no more to do with the action than the non-payment of a
tailor's bill; see section 49 of Judicature Act, 1873.

Steioart Smith K.C., on the question of costs. The wrong statement as to
Medals is in close connexion with the subject-matter of the action. For similar
instances, see Newman v. Pinto (4 R.P.C. 508) ; In re Bradley (9 R.P.C. 205); 25
Paine v. Daniells &: Sons' Breweries, Ld. (10 R.P.C. 71); War,~op &: Sons, Ld. v,
Warsop (21 R.P.C. 481). "The Plaintiffs actually bad Medals awarded in respect
of their soups, and as the Conrt has a discretion, under R.S.C. Order 65, rule 1,
it is difficult to see why it cannot deprive a defendant of his costs as lunch as' a
plaintiff, where the offence is connected with the cause of action. 30

Edmunds 1(.C., in reply, on this point.-~lr. Justice Kekewich himself said
that he deprived the Defendants of costs because of a dishonest statement about
Medals, meaning that his decision had nothing to do with the get-up of the goods.

Steuart Smith. K.C., in reply generally. Since the judgment below, the
Defendants have brought out another label that does 110t hurt us, which 35
shows what they might have done originally. If they will undertake not to
bring out soups under any labels which do not substantially copy us, we· can
come to an arrangement. [V AUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-I rather think that in
bringing out these new labels, the Defendants show that, as it was no matter of
bargain, they do not wish to take any advantage of you.] In Lever v. Goodioin 40
(4 1~.P.C., 501, at p. 5;~2), it appears that there was no actual deception ; here
there was plenty of evidence of temporarydeception which would have become
ultimate' if the customers had not been prompted. The medals were put on to
show that the particular goods are \Vligt won them; in all Exhibitions they
are given for a specific commodity and not for the show-case. 45

V AUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-This is what is called a passing off case, In a
passing off case it is not necessary to prove deception in fact, but although it is
not necessary to prove deception in fact, it is necessary to prove thatvthe
defendant has adopted some form of getting up his goods which is calculated
to deceive, and that he persists in his right to continue to adopt that mode of 50
getting up. Therefore, it seems to me that in any case, although 'tl,1e, charge
against the defendant does not always involve a charge of fraud, it at .least
involves a charge that the defendant persists in doing that which omay mialead
the public, and mislead the public to his advantage by the public being liable to
suppose that the goods offered by the defendant are the plaintiff's goods.' 55
Mr. Justice Kekewich in this case has givenjudgp1e~t.in favour of1tb,e"
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Defendants. Speaking for myself I think, upon the actual findings in fact of
Mr. Justice Kekeunch, that he ought to have found on those facts judgment for
the Plaintiffs. The particular passage in his judgment which makes me say
that \I will at once read. The passage appears on page 593 of 21 R.P.C.

5 Mr. Justice Kekewich says :-" I have then to consider how far the Defendants'
" goods are calculated to deceive. I find (not by any means for the first time)
" that the Defendants, being minded to put desiccated soup upon the market, and
" therefore to compete with the Plaintiffs in their trade, which seems to have
"been a successful one, have thought it right to sail as near the wind as

10 "possible; to pack their goods in tin boxes of precisely the same size and
" shape that are used by the Plaintiffs, to make parcels of precisely the same size
" and shape, to fasten up those parcels in precisely the same manner; and in
"fact with the intention that there shall be, if possible, a confusion between
,. the two in this sense that it shall be difficult to distinguish between the one

l~) "and the other, but .yet to escape anything like a really colourable imitation.
" That is to say they trust, and probably trust with wisdom, to the folly of the
,,, purchasers, who they suppose will not buy desiccated soup unless it is
" contained in packets like those used by the' Plaintiffs who have got a large
" trade, and unless those packets are packed in the same manner and in the

~O '~same sort of tins."
No w I think it would be a very unfortunate thing-for the commercial world

if it were supposed that a trader could adopt the course that is described in
those words of Mr. Justice Kekeurich, and adopt that course with the intention
that Mr. Justice Kekewich specifies, and yet be able to say: -I can do this

~.) with perfect safety, and with no danger of any injunction or other process
being granted against me. Taking that view I think that one ought to consider
what are the facts of this case, and having found the facts of this case oneself,
then say whether on the facts so found there is proved conduct by the
Defendants which entitles the Plaintiffs to an injnnction, or some other remedy

30 such as damages, or whether it is on the facts of the case true to say that
the conduct of the Defendants was not such as to entitle the Plaintiffs to their
remedy.

The evidence in the case really does not take very long to discuss. The facts
are so far disclosed in the correspondence that all that is practically left to be

35 done is to draw one's inference from that correspondence. It would be well
before I read that correspondence, or so much of it as is important here, that I
should state what I understand to be the facts of the case on the evidence. The
Plaintiffs, under the name of King &; Co., had for some 16 years carried on a
very successful trade in desiccated soups. Apparently before the Plaintiffs did

40 this, there had been a firm of King &; Edwards, and they had also carried on
a business-exactly how long does not appear-but their successors for 16 years
continued this business in desiccated soups, On the evidence there does not
seem to be in the English market any large number of traders who deal in
desiccated soups as such. The only instance that we have heard of is some people

45 who sell soups called" Eiffel Tower Soup," and upon the label of the " Eiffel
" Tower Soup" there is printed in small letters the word" desiccated." ,There
is "Eiffel Tower Soup" in big letters in three lines, and in the intermediate
space is the word" desiccated." It also appears upon the evidence that if by
the words" desiccated soup" you connote any soup that issold jn a dry form,

50 there are a considerable number of these soups which are of German manu
facture, and are imported into England, but, as I understand the evidence,
they are not described as "desiccated" soups, but as "concentrated" or some
such word.

In that state of things the Defendants, Gillard and Company, were minded
55 to enter upon business as manufacturers of these dessicated soups. They were

people who conducted, and had for a long time conducted, business in food
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materials, very largely condiments and pickles,and such like things, including
liquid "soups, and I think soup squares.

Now I want to say before I read the correspondence that I pay in my
judgment no attention whatsoever to a matter which was urged against the
Defendants with reference to a statement which appears upon their wrappers 5
as to Medals and as to Highest Awards. There is no doubt that, from the way
in which it was put UPO!!""'~~~NW~~I>.P~2-!~__~~~ it~~cc_u~"te to ,saytas, cons~rued'

~~~&st:;:~~~~ed~~~at~~rier;Mfli{ta~:hlrofa~~SmrJf~~~
I do not thin~ .0nJL...Q.l!@~,JQ,~",,§,~y,with every desire not to say anything to 10
encourage any sort of dishonesty in commerce, th~ 'an 'ina~cE-..:r~£LOf~!!l~sort
can, or oUg-htin tlleslight~st?~e~r~,~~~.~~~2lL~~B,jl!~Ey~~~tliis~~~se..
~'-s1inr'tiiltr;'T~ffr:rtiSa 'convenlent opportunIty to<reaT WIth the

course that Mr. Justice Kekewich took in the matter of the Defendants'costs in
consequence of these statements which appeared on the Defendants' wrappers 15
in respect of the Medals and the Highest Awards at the various Exhibitions.
He says this at the end of his judgment :-'" Now I come to the question of
costs, and upon that I 'think I am bound to make some strong observations.
On this packet of Gillard's Dessicated Soup I find printed, 'Highest Award at
theOoolgardie Exhibition, Western Australia, 1902,' and, again, 'Highest 20
Award' at another Exhibition, and ',10 Gold Medals awarded' besides. Now
these Defendants only started this business last September, and the Coolgardie
Exhibition was long before that. They never had these awards, and it is untrue.
The answer made is :-' It is customary to put upon any goods sold by a firm
notice of the Awards which they have received in the shape of prizes in respect 25
of other goods.' Oustom, of course, in the legal sense there cannot be, I
suppose it is meant that it is usual to do that, and I am extremely sorry to hear
that it is usual to be dishonest, for it is dishonest. 'I'here can be no possible
object in putting this statement upon goods of thlakind, except to induce the
purchaser to believe that these awards have been granted, for these particular 30
goods, and, therefore, to enhance the value in the purchaser's eyes, and intended
to be used, of course, as an advertisement. That seems to me distinct
dishonesty, which the Oourtought to reprobate. Therefore, in giving judgment
for the Defendants, I shall give it without costs." I wish to say for myself
that I do not think the facts with regard to these Awards and Medals are such 35
that one ought on those facts to impute to respectable people of good commercial
standing that they were dishonest in the sense of meaning anything to be
understood which was untrue, but I wish to say beyond that, that even if it had
been untrue, in my judgment it would not have been' right to deprive the
successful Defendants of the costs by reason of this wrong done to the public, 40
unless the wrong done to the public was something which was connected with
the wrong which was done to the Plaintiffs as private individuals. In my
judgment, where a plaintiff cames for relief, if the plaintiff, in the course of
establishing the title on which he relies, has been guilty of fraud upon the
public, it is right to say to the plaintiff :--You cannot come to the Oourt to get 45

. relief because of your own conduct in establishing your own title, which has
involved a fraud upon the public. But in my judgment, with regard to a
defendant.you have no right to deprive him of his costs because he has done
some act which is a wrong to the public. In my opinion, it must be that he
has done some act which is wrong in the course of that transaction which 50
is complained of by the plaintiff. I do not think here that upon the facts
there were any materials upon which a judicial discretion could be exercised
in depriving the Defendants of their costs. .

I will now deal very shortly with the correspondence. The first letter
I will draw attention to is the letter of the 15th of April which begins :-" We 55
~'also require wrappers for desiccated soups, red and blue or other colours.
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" We enclose specimens of Edicarde' Desiccated Soups. These wrappers will
" have to be the same size as Edu'ards' enclosed, and the colour of the paper
" also exactly the same size. The matter for printing both sides of the wrapper
" and the centre we also now enclose." Those words :-" And the colour of the

5 "paper also exactly the same size," I think mean this :-That the limit of the
colour so as to leave blank spaces must be exactly the same size as Eduiards'
paper, and if one looks at Edwards' paper one of the most characteristic features
is the limit to the colour which appears on those packets.

Now the next letter is dated the 23rd of April. It does not bear very directly
10 upon the particular case that we have to deal with, but it does show the view that

Messrs. Gillard took of their rights as regards their rival traders :-" We also
" require some box labels for the soup squares and we enclose one of Lazenby's.
" We want to follow out the idea of having a label that can be easily read when
U exhibited in the shop windows." Lazenby did deal in soup squares, and

15 apparently that is why they send Lazenby's labels when they want their
printers to make a label for them, Then again they say at the end of the same
letter :-" We also require a label for brawn of which we enclose two sizes, also
,- matter we require to be printed. We do not want to copy Peck's label exactly,
" but we think that you might introduce the Dart Trade Mark, and the rest

20 "of the matter as per sketch enclosed." Apparently they were thinking
I am not saying that they did not rightly think so, nor am I saying to what
extent they were entitled to think so, but they did think in entering upon a
business in which there were other traders carrying on the same business, that
it was legitimate trading to have their labels like the labels of those who carried

25 on the trade already, provided they did not copy, to use the word of this letter,
the rival traders' label exactly.

The next letter in which there is anything important is the letter of June
the 16th :-" With regard to the Tomato Desiccated Soup, we have rather made
" a mistake as we thought that the label was to be wider, but we see that the

30 "side piece must be plain to allow for the turnover the same as Edwards'
" pattern. Therefore that would be correct. We want you to put in the
" word' improved' if you can, and the wording that we have struck out "-that
refers to that part of the letter-to these white ends which are obtained by
Edwards from his packet. Then in the next paragraph they say :-" We now

35 "send you what we require for printing- Desiccated Soup labels for the two
" canisters. We shall require these labels in three sizes, for brown, for white,
" and for Tomato, that is the i-lb., i-lb., and I-lb. We send you these sizes in
" Edwards' labels. We also send you the matter for printing. The Tomato
" label will be a facsimile of the smaller one. 'Ve shall be glad if you will send

40 "us sketches for these labels, and also the price for 1000 of each kind, that is
" 9000 altogether. We also send you what »ee require for the box label which
" will be printed in the same way as Edwards' now enclosed." Then at the
end of the letter they say :-" We shall be glad if in sending us further proofs
-, you will pull them off in the other colours, as we do not wish to imitate

45 "lldwa1"ds' by having red and blue, and the Tomato will be all right) but for
" the red and the blue we shall have to substitute other colours. Perhaps you will
"send us a few pulls so that we can select what is suitable." Then there was
some question with regard to one of these letters as to the wording, but it
ultimately turned out that the original letter of Messrs. Gillard expressed the

50 desire to avoid an imitation of Edwards' label in very plain and marked terms.
I .have already pointed out that in the case of the" Peck" label they express the
same desire. They are very anxious not to copy exactly the" Peck" label.

Then the letter of June the 29th says :-~' With regard to the further proof sent
" of the Soup Squares box label we still do not like the lettering of ' Purveyors by

55 "appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.' We hardly think that it reads
"up so well as the original proof you sent us which had a heavier letter;
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~'Would it be possible to put' Gillard &; 00. Ld.' in smaller letters? You have
" not adopted the suggestion made in our letter of the 20th instant as to making
" , Gillard &: Co. Ld.' a little smaller, and to put underneath' London, England,'
~' so as to leave the whole space on the other side for the words' Purveyors, etc.'
" You see that could then be made with a much more prominent and good bold 5
." letter. We should like you to do this, if possible, and submit another proof to
"us." Then at the end of that very letter they repeat their desire with regard to
non-imitation. They say :-" With regard to the small Desiccated Soup wrappers,
" that is for the Id. packets, the Tomato will be all right printed on the white
" paper, but in our letter to you of the 16th inst, we asked you to let us have 10
" some proofs of the red and blue, as that would be an imitation of Edwards'.
" Perhaps you will kindly let us have these." Then there is a postscript :-" We
" think it advisable to call your attention to the small Desiccated Soup wrappers.
"The white margin round will have to be exactly similar to the pattern we
" enclose." Then on June the 30th :-"We sent you in the first instance Edwa1"ds' 15
" wrappers to go by, but we presume that you have overlooked this. We now
" send you by this post one of Edwards', packed and wrapped, so that you can
" see easily what is required."

I think that I have now read all the correspondence that bears upon this
question. Mr. Justice Kekeuiich, I suppose, upon that evidence arrived at the 20
conclusion that he has arrived at in that passage of his Judgment which I have
read. N ow if I thought that that was the right conclusion to come to ; if I
thought that the Defendants sent Edwards' label with the intention that it
should be difficult to distinguish Edwards' Desiccated Soup from theirs, and in
the hope that they might achieve the result, but would not render themselves 25
liable to the consequences that would flow from an imitation, I should certainly
in my view think that one ought to overrule the decision of Mr. Justice
Kekeuiich; The real difficulty in this case is this: No one can possibly deny,
and it has not been denied, that each one of the characteristics of Edioards' Soup
packets is a feature which is common in any trade in which you wrap up 30
materials for food, for mixing, or for any other things. It is of a convenient
oblong shape; the packets are convenient and the paper is such that it will
retain safely and securely the powder without the necessity of going to the
expense of introducing a cardboard shell. So that it cannot be said for one
moment that Messrs. Edwards have any special property in anyone of the 35
characteristics of their packets, nor can it be said that they have any copyright
in the word" Desiccated," nor any special rights in the word" Desiccated,"
though apparently they for a long time were the only people who sold the soup
under that denomination, and when one looks at Gillard's packets they contain
all sorts of very obvious differences, when you examine at all closely between 40
Gillard's and Edioards', such differences that it would be impossible for any
intelligent or literate person to compare the two without discovering them. On
the other hand, the evidence which was given by the witnesses does to a certain
extent support the allegation that there is a general similarity between Edwards'
packets and Gillard's packets such as would lead those who had for a long time 45
been buying Edwards' packets, and thus had become familiar with the general
form, to mistake one of Gillard's packets for one of Edwarde' packets, at all
events temporarily till their attention was called to it more particularly, either
by the intervention of somebody or by examination of the packet when they got
it home, and looked at it for the purpose. Under those circumstances it is an 50
anxious question to consider whether one ought to come to the conclusion that
really these people, Messrs. Gillard, did adopt their label for what is really a
fraudulent purpose. If they adopted it with the view of sailing as near to the
wind as they could in the hope that there would be a difficulty of distinction
between Edwards' and Gillard's goods, and that they might get the advantage of 55
that confusion, that would be fraud. Is there sufficient here to lead us to such
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aconelusion.P Messrs.Gillard'81explan~t~onjs:-"'Weundoubtedly did .desire
""to put our j)esiccatedSoups in such packets that anyone glancing at them
"would at once say :'Oh,'yes,thisisapacket of this thing, desiccated soup or
"'.' concentrated sonp.tand would know.in fact that it, was.udryeoup.jtowder.."

5 They say .that is all they wanted and they ~lllphasised that bYPQIIlting to the
manifest. differellces, between Edu:ards' .packets ..,'.and<Gillarc;l's packets, when
compared, andthey refer also to the expression. in their letters ."which . shewed a
strongdesire, that however much ,there might be.,of general similarity between
the two packets, there shouldvbevsufflcient. to distinguish between the two.

10 Under those circumstances 1 think we ought not to come to the conclusion of
fact .thatMr, .Juetice Kekeuiicn came to.... I am: far. fromjsaying that there is no
evidence, but on the otherhand I do not think that one 'o~ght"in .a case where
there is in substance a charge of .fraud, to find that there was a fraud, because
there was some evidence which, would be evidence, to 'go to the Jury in the

15m~tter, especially in a case where, if one takes the, finding of Mr. Justice
Kekewich as being intended by him asa flndingof fraud.againstthe Defendants,
I cannot ,understand why be gave Judgment for the Defendants.

.TInder these .circumstances, 1 think we ought, notto ,differ from the result of
Mr. Justice K~kewich'8Judgment,but as I have already said I have considered

20 it, and Lsay that if Mr. Justice Kekewichllleant that the Defendants ought not to
have costs in the .passage I have read, .. thathe ought to have given. Judgment
for the Plaintiffs, It would be a: sad day for British commerce if the contrary
were to prevail.. .'. . . " .. ". .: .. ".". '., , ....

Therefore, this Appeal must be dismissed, and dismissed 'on the usual terms.
25 '. ROMER L.J.-I <have also come to the conclusion .arrlved at b~yMr .. .Justice

Kekeioich, namely, that the Plaintiffs have failed to establish .a sufficient case
entitling them to relief against theDefendants. Also I do not agree with all
the remarks or subaidiaryconoluaions made by .. Mr. Justice Kekeioioh, or arrived
~t by him,as set forth in his .3udgrnent-.,' My chief reasons .for coming to the

30 conclusion that the Appellants ~ailon this Appeal.areas follows : Of course
the Plaintiffs have no exclusive og peculiar right whatever, in the words
" D~i~ca,ted" .~ouP." ..•:I1Iose .,»rQl;~'.i.~im~,~.~;~~ti,g¥~:~~,'Yell~*~LI}~W:g.~~a,r:tt¥leof
commerce WhICh. every manufacturer has -a perfect rIghtto manUfacture and
sell under that description, and indeed. when the Defendantacommenced to

35 manufacture and sell their Desiccated Soup, the .l'Ialntiffs were not the sole
manufacturers and vendors of the article under its appropriate designation,
Moreover, the Plaintiffs did not establish, and as far as I can see have not even
attempted to make out; that the shape and '. size of the tins and, packets in which
their goods were sold were invented by them or were peculiar, or not well

40 known as ordinary means of ,selling various products' in, though when the
tins and packets were first used, they had. not been used by others forDesiccated
Soups. The tins are of a well known alze and shape, commonly used. in the
trade for various purposes. The packets themselves as to size and form do not
appear to be in any way peculiar or uncommon for articles similar to Desiccated

45 Soup, nor, as I have said, have the Plaintiffs made out, or attempted to make
out; the contrary. It is clear that to .sell such an article as Desiccated Soup' in
tins holdinga dozen packets, each packet holding about an ounce, is an ordinary
and convenient, probably the most ordinaryan.dconvenient way of selling such
an article. Certainly, the Plaintiffs, as I have said, have not attempted to

:0 prove any peculiarity or novelty in such means of sel ling such an. article. If
after the Plaintiffs manufactured and sold, anyother manufacturer wanted to
sell DesiccatedBoup.Ttis 'clear to my mind on the evidence as it stands that he
would have -been' perfectly entitled to :sell it in similar sized and shaped tins
and packages. All thathe would not ·have been entitled to do was to make his

55 tinsund packets so like the Plaintiffs' in what, was U.pon them as that they
would be calculated to pass off his goods as and for thegpo~s,of" the Plaintiffs,
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The question in this case is whether the Defendants have done that. I have
come to the conclusion that they have not. I have compared carefully the two
articles as made up and sold, and the conclusion I come- to is that no one who
really knew the Plaintiffs' article as vended, and wanted to get their special
Dessicated Soup, and took the slig-htest trouble in the matter, could, or would 5
be deceived into taking the Defendants' tins and packets for the Plaintiffs'.

Now, in the first place, the Plaintiffs' ROUp has always been sold as " Edwards'
"Desiccated Soup," the word "Edwards'" being printed prominently on the
packets, and it is not suggested by any witness on the Plaintiffs' behalf that
the soup was not perfectly well known as "Edwards' Desiccated Soup." Of 10
course it does appear, as one might well have surmised, that a customer who
knew of the Plaintiffs' goods, and had been accustomed to go to a particular
shop to get them, on going to that shop would ask for a packet of " Desiccated
" Soup" without mentioning the name, and would naturally expect to get
what he had previously obtained at that shop; but nevertheless the soup 15
was known as '" Edwards' Desiccated Soup." At any rate, the name of
" Edwards' " is prominently upon each packet, and it is not suggested-in fact,
the contrary appears-that Edwards' soup has ever been sold except with the
word "Edwards'" prominently printed upon the packet. Now, when I turn
to the Defendants, I find also on their packets the word " (Lillard:" in large and 20
unmistakable type, and any person who could read, certainly if he took the
trouble to look at the faces of the packets, could not possibly mistake the packet
of one manufacturer for the packet of the other as far as concerns the names of
the makers of the article. -

What is the most prominent and important part about the Plaintiffs' 25
packets? To my mind it is the colours. Now, when I compare the two I
certainly find the colour of the Defendants' perfectly distinct. Noone to my
mind on comparing these two could possibly mistake the colour of the
Defendants for the colour of the Plaintiffs, and not even an illiterate person
who was accustomed to buy the Plaintiffs' goods could possibly mistake the 30
colour of the Defendants for the colour of the Plaintiffs. Then there are
other matters by which the Plaintiffs' goods on the face of the packets are
distinguished, namely, the form of the scroll, and by other matters printed
upon the tins and packets. With regard to those, on investigating them I find
that they have not been copied by the Defendants, and that the Defendants' 35
goods are in those respects sufficiently distinct from the Plaintiffs', bearing in
mind the exigencies of trade and the necessity of shewing in a certain form
what was the nature of the goods, and how those goods had to be used. With
regard to the printed matter, the label containing directions and so forth, I may
point out that it is not even suggested by any evidence on behalf of the 40
Plaintiffs that such printed matter, is not usual and common so far as its general
nature is concerned in dealing with Desiccated Soup, and such goods as
Desiccated Soup. You must inform purchasers how to use the soup, and I find
that though the Defendants of necessity on their goods tell purchasers how to
use the soup, ..they have not copied the words, or done more than what they 45
were perfectly entitled to do, give directions to their customers as to how they
were to use this soup when they got it. I may remark, in passing, that even
as to the white enos of the packets when folded, that was not a novelty
invented by the Plaintiffs or peculiar to their goods. As to the tins, I may
further observe that they are almost admittedly perfectly distinct, except that 50
they are of a common size, and the conclusion I come to, putting the tins side
by side and putting the packets side by side, is that the Defendants' goods are
not calculated to deceive.

Then with regard to the evidence in the case, apart from the conclusion one
would arrive at from looking at the tins and packets side by side, the evidence 55
appears to me to support the Defendants' case strongly. What does it come to?
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In the Plaintiffs' favour it only comes to this: that certain customers, who
were aware of, and dealt in, the Plaintiffs Desiccated Soups, and were not
aware of, and never dealt in, any other Desiccated Soup, when they went to
shops where they had been accustomed to get the Plaintiffs' Desiccated Soup,

5 and simply asked for "Desiccated Soup," and got the Defendants', did not
ascertain, when they put the packets away without looking at them, merely
from the feel of the packets, that is to say, from the size and shape alone, that
the goods they got were not Eduiarde', If that evidence went to anything, it
would be to try and establish a right of the Plaintiffs to the shape alone of the

10 packets, a conclusion, of course, from which the Plaintiffs naturally shrink.
They have claimed, as against the Defendants, no such right as to say that the
Defendants cannot use similarly shaped packets, and that is all the Plaintiffs'
evidence comes to as far as it was in their favour. But it is more strikingly
against them in another respect, for those very witnesses of theirs who had pnt

15 the packets in their pockets, or took them in their hands without looking at
them, directly they did look at them all agreed they at once noticed the
distinction between the two, and not one of them said that the one could
possibly be passed off for the other, or that they could possibly make any
mistake in thinking one was the same as the other. There are no witnesses,

20 as far as I can remember, on behalf of the Plaintiffs who said that when
they saw the Defendants' packets, they were deceived, or could possibly
be deceived, into thinking that one was the other. It appears to me, therefore,
that, both by looking at the tins, and bearing in mind the other facts of the case
to be examined, the conclusion I ought to arrive at is that the Plaintiffs have

25 entirely failed to prove .that they have a right to complain of the Defendant.s'
goods, or to obtain any remedy against them in this action. I think, therefore,
that the Plaintiffs' case fails, and that the action ought to have been dismissed,
and it appears to me it ought to have been dismissed with costs.

But there is one other matter referred to by my Lord about which I should
30 like to say something, namely the observations which were made by Mr. Justice

.Kekewich .which were read by my Lord. I am not certain really what
Mr. Justice Kekewich meant by those observations. I say so, because though
in form he appears to suggest a fraudulent act on the part of the Defendants,
yet when I come to the rest of the Judgment I do not find that conclusion pushed

35 at all to its logical result. But if the Judgment really was to the effect that the
Defendants had intended by the form and shape of their tins and packets, and their
labels, to try and make their goods be passed off as and for the goods of the Plain
tiffs, then all I can say is that I cannot, and do not, arrive at the same conclusion
as the learned Judge. True, there was one matter which I quite agree required

40 to be carefully considered. It so happens that when the Defendants were
settling their labels they forwarded to their printers some of the Plaintiffs' labels,
for the purpose of, in some respects, being a guide to the printers in regard to
the labels the printers were to make for the Defendants. Now I quite agree
that that of necessity did give rise to some suspicion, and it entitled the

45 Court to view what the Defendants have done in that matter with great jealousy,
and to carefully scrutinise what they have done, but the result I come to on the
whole is that a fraudulent intent on their part has not been proved. I do not
come to the conclusion that the Defendants had in the matter any fraudulent
intent whatever, I arrive at that conclusion, not only from a fair consideration of

50 the correspondence which passed between them and the printers, but because I also
bear in mind the Defendants' evidence, which I see no reason for disbelieving, as
to the reason "Thy it was necessary, or, if not necessary, at any rate useful for the
Defendants' purposes, without any evil intent on their part, to send copies of
the Plaintiffs' labels to the printers, with a view to the printers being guided as

55 to the size of the labels, as to the folding of the labels, and as to the position
the printed matter upon them would have to take up, when the packets were
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properly folded arid .madeJup for sale. Againrtt is most.important to bear in
mind, 'when you .flnd rthe. Defendaute using tins: and packets which are, as
I have already said,suffi~iently'and properly distinguished from the Plain
tiffs', that the 'Defendants. were entitled' to take tins and packets of the
'shape and size of the Plaintiffs', 'which were not peculiar tO,or designed :>
by the Plaintiffs, but were of an obviously convenient and suitable form, and
probably the most 'convenient and suitable 'that could have been' adopted.
Lastly, I may say that in my opinion the Court ahould inot.find fraud against
persons, unless they are satisfied that the, evidence has established that fraud.
In my opinion there is no .suchaufflcient.evidence to justify any imputation of 10
fraud against the Defendants in this case; Therefore,' as I have ..said, in my
opinion the Plaintiffs' action ought to have been dismissed with costs. But

~~~~~~te~u~:~~~ftjl?~~llt~:i~"'~ii~i~~m~~t8.~
might have been a ground .which' brought within .his power, as a Judge, the 15
right to say he has exercised his discretion in the matter, though I should not
haveexercised the discretion in the same way. If that had been the case I agree
that across Appeal on the part of .the Defendants as to costs would not lie, but
that is not so in this case. .Mr. Justice Kekewich has stated, and stated clearly,
the ground, and the sole groundv.on which he was prepared to deprive the 20
Defendants of their costs. What was that ground ? The~r0tl!1d,~as .t4~t~p.e

Defendants' had stated on their ·pack~ts,J~pgonth~tr:,"~~tJieY.,a!?:,~tIleir

theOO'"ncruSi'on"tnat"tll'at"'#was~'aY"~~tionontheir part~as he puts. it
dishonest-and, as I gather, to the public, because it appears that the Medals and 25
Awards were not given in' respect of Desiccated Soup, but in respect of other
food materials which the Plaintiffs' firm had previously sold, and in respect of
which they had obtained the Medals and Awards I have referred to. Now,
first, I point out that, even -if that view is correct in fact, and the Defen
dants hadbeen guilty. of misrepresentation, still what had that to do with the 30
Plaintiffs' case here? ··The· Plaintiffs entirely.failed.. The Plaintiffs' case was
that theigooda-werejnade .up so' as to represent, their goods. Mr. Justice
Kekewich has held, and iheld j-ightly, that is" not so. With regard to a matter
concerning something on the Defendants' goods which might be taken to be
inaccurate qudthe public at large, and in no way concerning the Plaintiffs or 35·
their rights in respect of which theyaresning, is that a ?~o~n~. ()ll.~~!~ha
Judge, in the exercJse of his disc~et!Qn-it being. !I11t'"'~~;~1~~~:~1[t£gn.ng

~e~i2I;.~~~~!~~~~~1!;:=~~~~:~~t'~o:fJ40
judicially have deprived the Defendants of their) costs. I am also glad to
say in thiscase (one is always glad to find that firms have not been found
guilty of-fraudIn such a case) that I, personally, do not come to the conclusion
that the, Defendants have been guilty of intentional dishonesty as put by
Mr. Justice Kekeurich, or fraud in respect. of the way in which they refer 45
to their Medals and their Awards, and I think so for this reason-They
are referred to 011 each tin, and how are they referred to on the tins? They are
referred to in this way--" Messrs. Gillard &. 00. Ld., for their various cele
brated specialities have been awarded 10 Gold Medals and Highest Awards" at
one Exhibition, and Highest Award at .'. another. Can anyone say that reading 50
that fairly it was intended to represent that they had obtained them in respect
of Desiccated Soup ?The.answer is certainly' not. That to my mind 'fairly
states the facts as to these Medals and Awards. It is true that when I come to
the packet I find there is again a reference to one of the Awards, and as I pointed
out .to che-Oounsel for the Defendants; put in such away that, taken by itself, 55
and-apartfrom-what leon the tin, might: possibly or probably ·w'ould,.pr~ma
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facie, lead some persons to suppose that the Award referred to on that packet was
an Award in respect of the desiccated soup in question, though it is not so stated
on the packet. Still persons might have inferred that. But in the case of
dishonesty to the public, I think you ought to bear in mind what was, as I

:> have pointed out, on every tin, and the conclusion I should come to as against
these Defendants is simply that in respect of that matter about the Highest
Award at the Coolgardie Exhibition, the proper inference was it was an inad
vertence on their part, and a mistake on their part, but there was no sufficient
evidence here of a dishonest intent to deceive the public, That is the conclusion

10 I come to apart from the legal point in the case, and I say that this Appeal as to
costs should be allowed. The Defendants therefore succeed, and the Plaintiffs
in the Action ought to be made to pay the costs of the Defendants in the
Action. The Defendants will get their costs of the Appeal and the Cross
Appeal.

15 STIRLING L.J.-I also find myself unable to differ from the conclusion at
which Mr. Justice Kekewich arrived by his Judgment, and after the very full
way in which the case has been dealt with by my brethren, I shall make my
observations as brief as possible. The case starts on the part of the Defendants
with a matter which undoubtedly gives rise to great difficulty, namely this :-

20 that the Defendants thought fit, when they proposed to embark on the sale of
Desiccated Soup, to send to their printers as a pattern of the label which they
proposed to adopt a copy of the Plaintiffs' wrapper. In the first place, that act
necessarily excites suspicion as to the motives of the Defendants in taking that
course, and it becomes the duty of the Court, I think, to examine carefully

~5 what they did. In the second place, the taking of that course imposes on the
person who does it, a duty which has been laid down in many cases of taking
care to distinguish the new wrapper in such a way, that the goods which are
put into it shall not be mistaken or passed off as the goods of the owners of the
old wrapper, and the question which has to be decided in this case is whether

30 the Defendants have discharged that duty. In the passage which has been
referred to by both my brethren, the learned Judge has expressed himself in
language which I cannot adopt. I do not find it easy to gather exactly the
conclusion which the learned Judge intended to express. The earlier part
certainly seems to suggest that the learned Judge had arrived at the conclusion

B5 that the Defendants had a fraudulent intent in what they did. I do not think
when the passage which has so often been referred to is read in connection
with the rest of the Judgment, that that is really what the learned
Judge meant : but if it is so, if the learned Judge did intend to impute
fraud, I desire to say that I do not adopt that conclusion. I am unable

40 to arrive at that conclusion, and if I were satisfied that the intent of
the Defendants was fraudulent, I should find it very difficult to agree
with the affirmance of the learned Judge's Judgment. Having said that,
I desire to say that I have arrived at the conclusion that the Defendants
have discharged the duty which was imposed on them in the way in

45 which I have stated. I think the wrappers and packages which are corn-
plained of by the Plaintiffs have been made in such a way as to distinguish
the goods of the Defendants from those of the Plaintiffs, and I think that the
evidence which has been called as to actual deception corroborates that conclu
sion very strongly. Really not one of those witnesses was misled by the get-up

50 of the Defendants' packages. What happened was tliat a witness went to a
shop where he had been in the habit of purchasing Desiccated Soup, and got one
of the Defendants' packages and kept it without looking at it, and when it was
called to his attention-the moment that his attention was called to it-he dis
covered that it was not the package with which he had formerly been supplied.

55 It seems to me that that falls very far short indeed of evidence of actual decep
tion, and corroborates the view that any person who had taken reasonable care
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to look at what he was purchasing would at once have detected the difference.
I therefore come to that conclusion, and I agree that the Appeal fails.

I also agree with the conclusion which has been arrived at with regard to the
costs. I think that the learned Judge has expressly deprived the Defendants of
costs ona ground which is not open to him, and that the case is brought within 5
the decision of this Court in the case of the Civil Service Co-operative Society v,
General Steam Navigation Company (L.R. 1903 2 K.B. 756). No doubt
that case is very near the line. It seems to me that if the learned Judge had
exercised his discretion on this along with other facts of the case, it would have
been a case in which his discretion could not have beendisturbed, but it appears 10
to me he has singled out this fact which was not open to him to deprive the
Defendants of their costs. I further say I entirely agree with what has been
said by Lord Justice ·ROMER on the question of whether the statement on the
packets was dishonest. I think in coming to a conclusion with regard to that,
one is bound to remember the statement which is found on the exterior of the 15
boxes in which these packets are placed, which is perfectly accurate, and does
not convey the slightest idea of the appropriation of the Medals and the Awards
to the Desiccated Soups which are contained in the packets. For these reasons,
therefore, I agree with what is proposed to be done, namely, that the Appeal
should be dismissed and the Cross Appeal allowed.* 20

* Of. E8tcO'IIJrt v. Estcourt Hop Essence Oompany (L.R. 10 Oh, 276).-J. C.
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